Axians

MAESTRO

the “IoT orchestrator”
THE BEST
OF ICT WITH A
HUMAN TOUCH

With MAESTRO we help you to improve your service and
maintenance for you and for your customers. Stand out from
the competition. Making smarter machines is an efficiency
boost, but also the prelude to a new revenue model; customers
get data-driven insights, predictive maintenance becomes
possible and you can offer your products as-a-service in
the future.

MAESTRO enables organizations to manage assets in a totally new
way, like remote monitoring and firmware updates. This way uptime
will increase, and disruptions can be reduced.
In addition to asset management, MAESTRO offers an extensive user
management module. MAESTRO processes both existing and new
to set up data points and uses standard APIs. Machine Learning is
used for analyses.

Various industries are undergoing significant changes. With MAESTRO
all industries can benefit. A good example is manufacturing. An

Users have access to graphs and can set up alerts to receive push

example: a machine supplier used to sell a machine and - except for a

messages. The platform works with the latest Cloud IoT micro

few repairs and replacements - it ended there. Now the manufacturer

services, thus is always secure and equipped with the latest available

provides services based on insights and valuable data. Even pay-per-

components.

use opportunities come into play.
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WHY MAESTRO?

A safe and scalable solution

To advise your customers about the best

Use the digital twin device to calculate

product configuration. Or to advise how a

the effects of decisions

machine is used best and more efficiently.

Extensive analytics capabilities with

This goes for your production line all the same.

Machine Learning

With predictive maintenance your service

Management modules for APIs,

becomes smart and you are able to look ahead.

users and assets

A lot of work is taken off the hands of your

Responsive design with integrated

maintenance department and your customers.

IoT edge technology

Some more characteristics:

24/7 support
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Would you like to know what benefits MAESTRO can offer your company?
For more information, visit www.axians.nl/maestro, or contact Raymond Janssen or Carlijn Donders.
Raymond Janssen

M: +31 6 229 463 15

raymond.janssen@axians.com

Carlijn Donders

M: +31 6 257 345 80

carlijn.donders@axians.com
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